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Annex I - Glossary

1. Instruments and documents cited

a. Hague Conference instruments

Hague Conventions:

“Enforcement Convention”:  

“Supplementary Protocol”:  

“Child Protection Convention”:  

“Choice of Court Convention”:  

“Child Support Convention”:  

Preparation of a preliminary draft convention:

“Preliminary Draft Convention”:  

...

b. Other international and regional instruments

“Montevideo Convention”: Inter-American Convention of 8 May 1979 on Extraterritorial Validity of Foreign Judgments and Arbitral Awards, available on the OAS website at <http://www.oas.org> under “Documents” then “Treaties and Agreements” then “Multilateral Treaties” then “By Year (under “Text of the Treaties”)” then “1979” (B-41).


“La Paz Convention”: Inter-American Convention of 24 May 1984 on Jurisdiction in the International Sphere for the Extraterritorial Validity of Foreign Judgments, available on the OAS website under “Documents” then “Treaties and Agreements” then “Multilateral Treaties” then “By Year (under “Text of the Treaties”)” then “1984” (B-50).


“Lugano Convention”:

c. Other instruments

“ALI Proposed Statute”:

d. Hague Conference documents

“Fragistas Report”:

“1992 Note”:

“2010 Note”:

“2012 Note”:
“Ongoing work on international litigation and possible continuation of the Judgments Project”, submitted by the Permanent Bureau, Preliminary Document No 5 of March 2012 for the attention of the Council of April 2012 on General Affairs and Policy of the Conference, available on the Hague Conference Website at <http://www.hcch.net> under “Specialised Sections” then “Judgments Project” and “Recent developments”.

“Background Note”:

“Conclusions and Recommendations of the 2012 Expert Group”:


2. **Terminology used**

“Court addressed”: The court which is asked to recognize or enforce a judgment.

“Court of origin”: The court which rendered the judgment.

“Ground for refusal”: A circumstance in which the recognition or enforcement of a judgment otherwise entitled to recognition and enforcement may be refused.

“Jurisdictional filters”: Also called “indirect grounds of jurisdiction”. Criteria for determining whether a judgment is entitled to recognition and enforcement by reference to the ground of jurisdiction on which the judgment was based.

“Recognition”: The Hartley-Dogauchi Report defines “recognition” as the court addressed giving effect to the determination of the legal rights and obligations made by the court of origin (para 170).

“Enforcement”: The Hartley-Dogauchi Report defines “enforcement” as the application of the legal procedures of the court addressed to ensure that the defendant obeys the judgment given by the court of origin (para 170).

“State addressed”: The State in which the court addressed is situated. Equivalent to the term “requested State” in the 2005 Convention on Choice of Court Agreements.

“State of origin”: The State in which the court of origin is situated.